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The Shape-O-Toy is a long time friend to children.  It has 10 shapes and 
a ball, which pulls apart.  This Shape-O-Toy promotes dexterity, eye to 
hand coordination, is educational and entertaining and has a life-time 

guarantee!  When you join our team of Consultants in Tupperware, we can shape your 
future because... 
SHAPE #1SHAPE #1SHAPE #1: The CIRCLE shape represents our circle of friendships; you make 
many friends in Tupperware! 
SHAPE #2SHAPE #2SHAPE #2: The rocky shape represents many financial situations that are 
rocky...Tupperware can help put you back on solid ground! (shape rocks to & fro) 
SHAPE #3SHAPE #3SHAPE #3:  Triangle of Success...Selling, Recruiting and Promoting to Manager! 
SHAPE #4SHAPE #4SHAPE #4: No SQUARES in our business!  Everyone has an equal opportunity to 
be successful! 
SHAPE #5SHAPE #5SHAPE #5: HOME, In Tupperware, you can work from your home and be       
successful, best of both worlds! 
SHAPE #6SHAPE #6SHAPE #6: SIX SIDES represent 6 ways to earn: selling, friendship thru sponsor-
ing, vehicle program, fundraising, internet sales and MANAGER Opportunity! 
SHAPE #7SHAPE #7SHAPE #7: 4 additional reasons to sell: Great pay (PSVB), Product Discount 
(sampling, extra 10% off), Y.O.B., flexible hours 
SHAPE #8SHAPE #8SHAPE #8: PLUS represents how your checkbook will be filled with PLUS’S when 
you are a Tupperware Consultant! 
SHAPE #9SHAPE #9SHAPE #9: Put all your EGGS in this basket and sell Tupperware with me! 
SHAPE #10SHAPE #10SHAPE #10: Everyone can be a STAR!  Receive recognition & rewards! 
Let me help you SHAPE your future by becoming a Tupperware Consultant! 
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